CNMI DR-4404-51 Department of Public Works Planning
Road Condition and Flood Hazard Mapping Project
This project will support the Department of Public Works (DPW) and Offices of the Mayors of
Saipan, Tinian, and Rota to reduce flooded road hazards.

SCOPE OF WORK

I.

•

Provide geospatial data that map and identify the current road conditions of
primary and secondary roads on Saipan, Tinian, and Rota;

•

Identify priority flood hazard risk reduction areas for incorporation into SSMP
updates; and

•

Provide policy guidance in addition to architectural and engineering (A&E)
support to DPW and the Mayors Offices to develop shovel ready flood risk
mitigation projects for implementation in subsequent grant cycles.

Road Assessment and Mapping
DPW, the Mayors’ Offices, and the Office of Planning and Development will work with
a selected qualified contractor or firm to develop attribute characteristics, including road
type, road condition, repair needs, and soil type(s), in an online geospatially referenced
survey tool that will be used in the field. At least one on-boarding GIS training designed
in coordination with the Floodplain Administrator, the project advisory team, and the
selected consultant, to train new hires and expand mapping capacity of the CNMI’s GIS
Users Group. Mapping primary and secondary roads will include identification of
depressional and flood-prone areas as well as assess current structural integrity of the
roads using visual and compaction tests and evaluate current stormwater control
infrastructure systems and practices. Data collection protocols will be established and
applied to capture and analyze relevant information from extreme rainfall events and
impacts to roads and drainage systems and identify hazardous road conditions. The
accompanying analysis will be applied to support DPW and the Mayors’ Offices in
establishing a standard prioritization and operations protocol to mitigate risks posed by
existing hazards as well as ensure all roads are receiving the regular attention they need
to reduce risks of significant road and drainage system failures in the future.

II.

Prioritization Matrix and Flood Hazard Risk Reduction Areas
Using observed data, DPW and the Mayors’ Offices will work with a selected qualified
contractor with road and drainage building and maintenance experience to discuss shared
and unique needs of primary and secondary road systems and develop an appropriate
prioritization matrix. By prioritizing projects based on criteria such as cost, severity of
the need, and the number of community assets potential affected, a comprehensive
project maintenance list can be generated. Using geospatial refencing data collected in
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the road mapping and condition survey, “challenging” road areas can be mapped. In areas
where there are maintenance needs at a primary and secondary intersection, or where a
primary and secondary road connection appear to be contributing to the problematic
condition, it is possible that maintenance efforts may be aligned to create more lasting
solutions. Map attributes such as “sinkhole” or “standing water” can also help prioritize
follow-up site inspection and maintenance visits. As data collection continues clusters of
problematic flooding DPW’s Floodplain Administrator will support further prioritization
and benefit cost analysis conversations regarding flood hazard priority areas. The matrix
and maps will be applied to identify and prioritize solutions to address “high risk” sites
with potential erosion, flood risk, and stormwater control concerns. These areas will be
included in future updates of the State Standard Mitigation Plan as well as relevant
infrastructure and community development plans that are currently being updated or are
in development.
III.

Risk Mitigation Guidance and Capacity Building Support
The project consultant and project coordinator will work closely with DPW and Mayors
Offices to ensure technicians receive necessary training to apply standard operating
procedures to data collection and processing, building capacity of GIS Users in the
CNMI. Key project deliverables include “guidance” and “standard operating procedure”
development for road data collection, maintenance, and maintenance prioritization for
primary and secondary roads. The project consultant and project coordinator will work
closely with DPW and Mayors Offices to apply prioritization matrix and best practices in
risk reduction to select and remedy concerns at a priority site on each island. This
coordinated consultation process will leverage existing A&E capabilities in house at
DPW resulting the delivery of at least three conceptual risk mitigation improvement plans
for future implementation. Working together the selected contractor with CNMI-relevant
road design and maintenance experience, Office of Planning and Development, DPW,
and the Mayors’ Offices, will develop and adopt guidance on building and maintaining
roads in CNMI. During this process, “island-specific” best practices to common
challenges such as pothole-driven road failure, addressing undersized culverts, and
installing and maintaining green swales will be summarized with recommended
specifications provided for primary and secondary road types. The guidance development
team will select at least one type of demonstration project for at least one priority site of
each participating island for the development of conceptual hazard reduction designs; at
least one of these projects will be specific to flood risk reduction that will be estimated to
have a high (over 1.0) benefit cost analysis outcome as initially assessed by the
Floodplain Administrator.
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